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Abstract. An important combinatorial statement about free left dis-
tributive structures, the irreflexivity hypothesis, has been proved by R.
Laver using a large cardinal axiom. We discuss here another approach
that could, if completed, lead to a new proof independent of any set
theoretical assumption.

A left distributive magma — or LD-magma — will be any set endowed with a
binary law satisfying the left distributivity identity

x(yz) = (xy)(xz).

The interest for (free) LD-magmas was emphasized by the study of the iterations
of an elementary embedding of a rank into itself in set theory and the conjecture
that the structure obtained in this way is actually a free (monogenic) LD-magma.
This conjecture has been proved in 1989 by Richard Laver ([La]); an alternative
proof in given in [De4]. Both proofs make an intensive use of the relation of
being a left factor in LD-magmas.

DEFINITION. Let g be a LD-magma, and x,y belong to g; write x<^y if,
and only if, there exists a (positive) integer p and a finite sequence z\ , 2^2, . . . , zp

in Q such that y is equal to ( ((x^i)^) )zp.

The statement we shall discuss here is the

IRREFLEXIVITY HYPOTHESIS (IH). Let f be the free monogenic LD-
magma; then <£ is an irreβexive relation.

This property proved to be crucial in the study of free LD-magmas. In
particular, the following was proved independently in [De2], and in [Lai] (for
the monogenic case):

PROPOSITION, if Iff is true, then for any set Σ, the word problem for the
free LD-magma generated by Σ is decidable; also every free LD-magma admits
left cancellation.
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The point in the proofs is that <^ is a linear ordering on f. However the
irreflexivity property is clearly preserved under projection, so that if g is any LD-
magma such that <£ is irreflexive, then <^ must be irreflexive too. It follows
moreover that (if g is monogenic) it must be free as well, and this is the way
R. Laver proves that the iterations of an elementary embedding make a free
LD-magma.

PROPOSITION (Laver). Assume that j is an elementary embedding of a
rank Vχ into itself; let α 7 be the structure generated by j using the operation
ik := \JQ<\i(k\VQ); then <*£ is irreflexive — and therefore α 7 is free, and IH is
true.

Let EE be the large cardinal axiom "there exists an elementary embedding
of a rank into itself" . The irreflexivity hypothesis is thus proved under EE — and
therefore such natural questions about free LD-magmas as decidability of the
word problem or left cancellation are proved under EE. There is a surprising
contrast between the (very) large set theoretical hypothesis EE and the alge-
braic and, more or less, finitistic properties of LD-magmas that are, up to now,
established under EE too. Though no metamathematics is known to force it, it
seems likely that the axiom EE could be dropped from the proofs — and, at first,
from the proof of the key statement IH.

Owing to the preservation of irreflexivity under projection, the most natural
way for proving IH would be to exhibit some particular LD-magma g such that
<| is irreflexive — or, at least, satisfies x^\x for sufficiently many x's. Unfortu-
nately, little is known about monogenic LD-magmas : most of the (numerous)
examples of LD-magmas are in fact idempotent, so they give rise only to trivial
monogenic structures. In [De3], a nontrivial (infinite) monogenic LD-magma D
is constructed that satisfies "1-irreflexivity": x = xz\ is impossible in D. But no
extension to 2-irreflexivity ("x = (xzι)z<ι is impossible") or more is known.

The aim of this paper is to develop the scheme of a proof for IH that is
connected with the study of a certain structural monoid associated with the
distributive structures. This proof is not complete, so that the conjecture is still
open. Nevertheless we hope that the reduced form we obtain for IH in this way
can be considered a progress toward a complete solution.

1. General framework.
The general setting will be the one of [Del]. We start with any nonempty

set Σ (we shall assume that Σ has at least two elements), and let T(Σ) be the free
magma generated by Σ, i.e., the set of all terms constructed from Σ using some
fixed binary operator, say *. It will be convenient to use here the right Polish
notation, so that the product of two terms 5, T is denoted by ST* . Now the free
LD-magma generated by Σ is the quotient of T(Σ) under the least congruence =
that forces the left distributivity condition, i.e., that satisfies, for every S,T,Z7
in T(Σ),

The main tool introduced in [Del] to analyse this congruence = is a monoid ϋ
generated by some elementary term transformations. To describe it easily in this
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nonassociative framework, it is convenient to think to terms as to binary trees
(with leaves indexed by Σ): thus the subterms of a given term can be specified
using any system of addresses in a binary tree, for instance finite sequences of
O's and 1's describing the path in the corresponding tree to reach the current
node from the root of the tree (0 meaning "going to the left," 1 meaning "going
to the right").

DEFINITION. Let S be the set of all finite sequences of O's and 1's; for w in
S, and S in T(Σ), S/w denotes the subterm of 5 whose root has address w (if it
exists); the set of all addresses w such that S/w exists is called the support of S
and written Supp(S); the set of all addresses w such that S/w exists is denoted

by Supp+ (S).

EXAMPLE. Let 5 be αδcd***; then S/Q is α, S/ι is 6cd**; Supp(S) is

{0,10,110,111}, while Supp+(S) is {0,10,110, 111, 11,1, A}, where A denotes
the empty sequence (the address of the root in any tree). Notice that Supp+S
is (in any case) the closure of Supp5 under word prefixing.

DEFINITION, i) For w in S, define a partial mapping w+ of T(Σ) into itself

by:
S is in J)omw+ if, and only if, iϋuO,iί;10, tull are in Supp(S), and, in
this case, the value of w~*~ on 5 is obtained from 5 by replacing S/w

(that is S/^o S/wio S/tuii**) by S/wQS/wiQ*S/woS/wu**.

ii) The monoid generated by all w+ 's for w; in S with reverse composition is
denoted by tf+. The inverse mapping of w~*~ is denoted by w"] the monoid
generated by all w+ 's and iw~'s is denoted by ϋ.

The action of ιt>+ is clear: it consists in expanding according to left distribu-
tivity "at w" We use reverse composition to make reading more natural, and
to avoid ambiguity write val(S, φ) to denote the image of 5 under φ (the value
of φ at S).

EXAMPLE. A picture should make clear that val(αδc<i***, Λ+) is αδ*αc<i***,
while val(α6cd***, 1+) is αδc*W***.

With this definition, ΰ acts on T(Σ), and = is exactly the equivalence relation
attached to this action: S=T holds if, and only if, T is the image of 5 under
some element of t>. Notice that, owing to the above definition, ϋ could depend
on Σ; in fact it is proved in [Del] that it does not, at least if Σ has strictly more
than one element, what we shall assume henceforth.

The monoid ΰ is closely connected with the infinite braid group B^. The
existence of canonical operation of braid groups on distributive structures has
already been noticed and used (see [Br]). The "structural" monoid ΰ introduced
above is in fact an extension of B^. Let us describe B^ as the group generated
by an infinite family of generators (σ, )<==0 l under the relations

0"

if
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then the mapping π defined by

πίw+\ := I 0"ι if w is Γ for some i π(w-\ :- / ^f1 # ̂  is I1' f°Γ some *
\ 1 otherwise \ 1 otherwise

is an epimorphism of ϋ onto B^. The process described below can be seen as
extending some work about normal forms for the elements of B<χ>: for instance,
proposition 1 below extends the existence of Garside form (see for instance [Bi]).
However tf appears as much more complicated than BOO to handle, and the results
in BOO that can be derived using π from the ones established here in ύ have in
general (much) more simple direct proofs.

With the present notations, the left subterms of a term S are the various
S/QP for p = 1,2,..., and the irreflexivity conjecture can be stated as:

IRREFLEXIVITY HYPOTHESIS (IH;). There cannot exist 5 in T(Σ), φ in tf
and a positive integer p such that φ maps S to S/QP

A first reduction of the question can be obtained by focusing on the positive
terms in $, i.e., the terms in Λ+. Let us introduce the following notations.

DEFINITION. For 5,T in T(Σ), write 5—>T (respectively, 5—>UT) if, and
only if, T is the image of S under some element of tf"1" (respectively, under the
product of at most n successive w+'s).

The main result about —> is its confluent character proved in [Del]; it
immediately implies

PROPOSITION 1. Let 5,T be arbitrary terms in T(Σ); the following are
equivalent:

i) S=T holds;
ii) there exist U such that both S—>[7 and T—>U hold.

We can therefore rewrite IH as

IRREFLEXIVITY HYPOTHESIS (IH") . There cannot exist 5,T in T(Σ) and
a positive integer p such that both S—>T and S/QP —>T hold.

2. Progressive sequences.

The main obstruction for a direct proof of conjecture IH" is the lack of
uniqueness in the writing of the elements in i? as products of a sequence of
w+ transformations. For instance, the sequences Λ+1+Λ+, 1+Λ+0+1+ and
l+Λ+l+O"1" represent the same element of ι>*. The idea is to distinguish partic-
ular sequences that enjoy some uniqueness property, so that we reach a contra-
diction in assuming both S—»T and 5/oι>—*T because the canonical sequences
witnessing for these relations should be both equal (by uniqueness) and differ-
ent (since they represent 1-1 mappings having different arguments and the same

image).
It will be convenient in the sequel to use as "atomic terms" no longer the

w* transformations, but some simple products. Also we shall use an ordering

on S. So we put
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NOTATION. i) For w in S and r a positive integer, set w^ :=

ii) X is the natural linear ordering on S for which O XlxΛ holds, i.e., u ̂ v holds
either if v is a prefix of u (that is u = vw for some w) or u is on the left of v
(that is wQ is a prefix of u and wl is a prefix of v for some w);
iii) S will be S enlarged with a new element 0°° that will be considered minimal
for X.

The aim of this paper is to introduce the following refinement of the relation

DEFINITION, i) The relation =>* on T(Σ) x S is defined by:

(5?u)=^(T,v) holds if, and only if, for some w in S and
some integer r one has T = val(S,u/r)),u;XiϋlOr and wQr^v.

The reflexive-transitive closure of =Φ^ is denoted by =^ , and the projection of
=>•» on T(Σ) is denoted by = .̂

ii) A sequence (u4 . . . W n ) in tf+ is said to be progressive if, and only if,
Wit)* Xufi+ilO'''*1 holds for t = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1. The elements of i?"1" that can be
written (in at least one way) as the product of a progressive sequence are called
progressive; the set of all progressive elements in ι?~*~ is written ̂ Γ0g

The connection between progressive transformations and =Φ is easy: the
second coordinate in =Φ Φ is used to witness for the progressivity of the sequence
of elementary transformations applied to the first coordinate, so that one has

LEMMA 1. Let S,T belong to T(Σ); then S==>T holds if, and only if, T
is the image of S under some progressive element of t?~*".

The set ̂ Γ0g is a strict subset of $"*", i.e., =Φ- is a strict refinement of — K
Indeed, while ==>• is designed to be transitive, => is not transitive: for instance,
Λ+ and 00"*" are in ̂ Γ0g (so is every atomic element u;(Γ)), but the product Λ+00+
is not (the sequence (Λ+,00"1") does not satisfy the combinatorial criterion since
0^0010 is false, and one can easily show that it is the only possible decompo-
sition of Λ+OO"1" as a product of positive terms). Notice that the corresponding
projections on BQQ behave nicely and give rise to a simple "unique normal form"
result: every positive term in BQQ is progressive, and has exactly one progres-
sive writing, since (σ,-,^) satisfies the progressivity assumption exactly when
j < i + 1 holds.

We prove now that progressive sequences enjoy the required uniqueness
properties.

DEFINITION, i) Recall that the terms in T(Σ) are considered as finite se-
quences from Σ U {*}; we shall treat such a sequence say 5 as a mapping of the
integer interval l..\S\ to Σϋ{*}. Then we denote by add(., 5) the increasing
bijection of (1. . |5|, <) onto (Supp* 5, -<) (the address in 5).
ii) Let 5,T be two distinct terms in T(Σ); the divergence of 5 and T, written
div(5,T), is the least integer p such that S(p + 1) and T(p + 1) are not equal
(i.e., either both are defined and have different values, or one is defined while
the other is not).
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EXAMPLE. Let S be αδc** and T be αδ*αc**; \T\ is 7, and one has
e.g., T(l) = α, T(3) = *. Since the ^-increasing enumeration of Supp(T) is
00, 01, 0,10, 11,1, A, add(l,Γ) is 00 while add(3,T) is 0. Finally dίv(5,Γ) is 2,
since 5(3) is a and Γ(3) is * .

One will easily verify that u = add(p, S) means that p is the rank in S of
the last occurrence of a character coming from the subterm S/u.

LEMMA 2. Assume 5=>T; then the first term of any progressive sequence
such that T is the image of S under the product of this sequence is w^ where
™10Γisadd(div(S,Γ),S).

Proof. A direct computation shows for T = val(5, w^) the following equal-
ities

add(div(S,T),S) =

It follows that if we start with a progressive sequence

(So, uo)=Φ.1(5Ί^ι)=^1 ' ' =^(Sn,Un),
then the integers div(5Ό, 5ι),div(5ι, 52), . . . ,dίv(5n-ι, Sn) make a strictly in-
creasing sequence: indeed if w\r maps 5,_ι to 5j, then the inequality
dίv(5i_ι,5i) + 1 < div(Si,Sj+i) is equivalent to add(div(5i_ι,5<) + 1,5*)^
add(div(S, ,5, +ι),5, ), hence to w,Όr':^iϋt +ιlOrί+1, which is the progressivity as-
sumption. It follows that div(5o, Sn) is equal to div(So, 5Ί), and, therefore, that
add(div(5o, 5n), 5o) is wι!0Γl, and this determines uniquely both w\ and ri.

The preceding proof makes the notion of progressive sequence clear: a se-
quence is progressive when the divergences produced by successive application
of its terms appear in strictly increasing order (from the left to the right). We
deduce

LEMMA 3. i) Every member of tf*rog has exactly one progressive decom-
position.

ii) There cannot exist 5, T in T(Σ) and a positive integer p such that both
S=^T and S/OP=>T simultaneously hold.

Proof, i) is an obvious iteration of lemma 2. In fact, we get in this way an al-
gorithm that produces when starting with two terms 5, T the unique progressive
sequence (w[Γί\. . . , Wn ) such that T is the image of 5 under w[rι^ - - w£n^ if

such a sequence exists. Indeed start with 5, get w^ from div(5,T), replace 5

by val(5, lϋj ) and loop until equality with T is obtained.
ii) Assume S/QP =>T: the algorithm above running on S/OP and T provides

φ in tf^rog such that T is val(S/0p,<£>). Now remember that S/QP is just a prefix
of 5 (when viewed as words on Σ U {*}): then for every p < |5/0p|, add(p, 5)
is Opadd(p, 5/op), so that the same algorithm running on S and T will produce
"QPφ" (same as φ but add Op before each term) after scanning S/0p, and the
current value of the first term at this step will be TX if S was S/$PX. It is then
clearly impossible that the algorithm continues on TX and T and succeeds, since
add(div(TX,T),TX) is A: so 5=>T is impossible.
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Comparing lemma 3ii) with conjecture IH" suggests a way for proving IH,
namely to replace — > by its (strict) refinement ==> in the confluency results.

PROGRESSIVITY HYPOTHESIS (PH*). Let 5, T be arbitrary terms in T(Σ);
the following are equivalent:

i) S=T holds;
ii) there exist U such that both S=ϊU and T=^U hold.

It is clear that PH* implies IH. Due to the lack of transitivity of =>, it
will be convenient to introduce a more technical statement that seems easier
to prove than PH* and nevertheless implies IH. To do that, we shall first re-
call the construction of the derivation operation on T(Σ), which is the key tool
for proving the confluency of — ». The problem there lies in the fact that — >
is not a noetherian relation, i.e., there are infinitely long nontrivial sequences
SQ — »5ι — ̂ 82 — > , and that therefore the easy local confluency does not im-
ply the global one. The solution given in [Del] introduces a kind of "local noethe-
rianity" by constructing for every term S an infinite sequence 5, 95, 525, . . ., so
that some lower bound phenomenon appears, from which proposition 1.1 easily
follows.

DEFINITION, i) The binary operation dist on T(Σ) is inductively given by

\ _/ 5 T * if T is in Σ,
) .- i dist^ τ/0)dist(5, ΓΛ)* otherwise.

ii) The unary operation d on T(Σ) is inductively given by

Λ Q _ f S if 5 is in Σ,
α° — \ dist(d(5/0), 9(5/0) otherwise.

The operation dist is a "complete" distribution: dist (5, T) is obtained from
T by replacing every variable α in T by 5α*; d corresponds to recursively applying
dist to every subterm of its argument. The key lemma for proving the confluency
of — » is the following

LEMMA 4. For any 5,T in T(Σ) and any integer n, S — »nT implies

The convenient refinement of this result we wish to set as a reachable con-
jecture is the following.

PROGRESSIVITY HYPOTHESIS (PH). For any 5, T in T(Σ) and any integer
n, 5 — >nT implies T=^dnS.

LEMMA 5. PH implies IH.

Proof. In order to prove IH", assume that 5 — >T and 5/oι> — >T hold for

some 5, T and positive p. An easy induction on tf+ shows that, if 5 — >T holds,
then for every p > 0 (such that 5/op exist) there exists q > p such that S/QP — *T/$q
holds. Let n be large enough so that 5/0p — >nT and 5/0p — >n2/o? hold. If PH is
true, this implies T=ϊdn(S/op) and 2/0?=>dn(5/op), a contradiction to lemma
3 since q > p > 1.
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NOTATION. Let PHn, PH'm be the following statements:
PHn: For any 5,T in T(Σ), 5 — >nT implies T=ϊdnS.
PH;

m: For any 5, T, U in T(Σ), 5 — >1T and S=>mU imply T=ϊdU (where
=ϊ™ is the m-th power of =ΦJ, and =$>m the projection of =^m).

An immediate induction shows that, if PH'm is true for every ra, then PHn

is also true for every n, i.e., PH is true. The following section gives a proof
of PHi, that is also PHΌ The best result presently proved in this direction is
PH'i . The main improvement brought by replacing IH by PH seems to be that
IH is a negative statement while PH is positive and, due to the uniqueness of
progressive decomposition, the "double arrow" whose existence is claimed is in
fact completely determined, so that proving PH (if it is true!) appears as a kind
of (very complicated) verification only.

3. A proof of

In order to prove that T=^dS holds for every T satisfying 5 — >1T (and,
at first, that S=>dS holds), it will be necessary to define a family of terms
that contains 5, 55, all T's satisfying S — ̂ T, but also all intermediate terms
appearing in the progressive transformations T=^dS.

DEFINITION. Assume that X is a subset of T(Σ);
X

i) write (17, u)=£ (V, υ) whenever ([/, u)=r».(V, v) holds and all intermediate
terms appearing in the progressive transformation (including U and V them-

X
selves) are in X\ use U=^V in the same way;

X
ii) say that X is S- directed if, and only if, U=^S holds for every U in X.

For every 5 in T(Σ), {U € T(Σ);i7=^5} is the maximal 5-directed set.
Clearly a subset of T(Σ) can be 5-directed for at most one term 5. In order
to describe the progressive transformations toward terms written as "dist," we
introduce a machinery that controls partial distribution.

NOTATION. If / is any mapping with domain included in Σ and u is in Σ,
write ffu for the new mapping defined by f/u(

w} = x if? and only if, f(uw) — x.
Also, we write Dom"*"/ for the prefix closure of Dom/: w is in Dom~*~/ if, and
only if, there is some v in Dom/ such that w is a prefix of v.

DEFINITION. Assume that X, y are subsets of T(Σ) and T is any term in

7IΣ);
i) an X-graft is a mapping whose domain is a support (i.e., is Supp(5) for some
term 5 in T(Σ)), and whose range is included in X\ an Λ'-graft is said to be
T-suitable if its domain is included in Supp+T. If Γ is a T-suitable A'-graft, a
new term (Γ, T) is defined inductively on DomΓ by

_ ίΓ(Λ)Γ* if DomΓ is {Λ},
V . - I (Γ/0) T/oXΓ/!, T/0* otherwise.

ii) The set {{Γ,T);Γ is an X -graft for T} is denoted by T>iat(X,T), and
{JT(.yVist(X, T) by Vist(X, y}.
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Point i) in the definition makes sense since if DomΓ is not {Λ}, SuppT is not
{Λ}, so that 2/o and T/ι exist and moreover Dom(Γ/e) is included in Supp+ 7/e

for e = 0,1.

EXAMPLE. Let X be {α, αδ*} and T be cde**; set Γ = {(0, αδ*), (1, α)}; then
Γ is an T-suitable #-graft, and dist(Γ, T) is αδ*c*αc?e***: (Γ, T) is obtained from
T by "grafting" some members from X in T at the places prescribed by DomΓ.

The key result of this section will be the following

PROPOSITION 1. Assume that X is S -directed and y is T -directed; then
ΊXat(X,y) is dist(5, redirected

LEMMA 2 . Assume that Γ is a T-suitable graft;

i) for u in Dom^Γ, one has

<Γ,Γ)/. = {Γ/.,T/.);
ii) for u in DomΓ and w short enough, one has

(Γ,T)/U = (Γ(W),T/tl> (Γ,T)/UOU) = Γ(u)/w (Γ,T)/ulw = T/uw.

The proof is an easy induction on DomΓ. Notice that, for any terms 5, T in
T(Σ), dist(S,T) is (Γ,T) where Γ is the constant {5}-graft with domain SuppT
and value 5.

NOTATION. For u in Σ, we write {u}~ for the least support that contains
u: {u}~ can be defined inductively by {Λ}~ := {Λ}, {Qu}~ := 0{u}~ U {1} and

LEMMA 3. Assume that u is in SuppT; the following are equivalent:
i) the term U is (Γ,T) for some T-suitable X -graft Γ such that u is in

Dom+Γ;
ii) for every w in {u}~, the term U/w is in Ώist(X, Tfw).

Proof. Induction on u. If u is Λ, {u}~ is {Λ} and both i) and ii) say that
U is in Ί)ist(X,T}. Otherwise, assume u = eu' with e = 0 or e = 1. Use
e to mean 1 (respectively, 0) if e is 0 (respectively, 1). Assume i). As u is in
Dom+Γ, hence in SuppT, T is not in Σ, and (Γ,T) is (Γ/Q,T/Q)(Γfl,T/ι)*. Now

u' is in Supp+(I/e), so U/e, must be in Vist(X,Tfe, ) for every w in {u'}~.

Moreover, U/ ξ is in Ί)ist(X, 3/g), so ii) is proved. Now assume ii). Then U/e, is

mT>ist(X,T/e, ) for every w in {u'}~, so (induction hypothesis) U/t is (Γe,7/e)

for some Λf-graft Γe with u1 G Dom+tΓe). Moreover U/ ξ is in Ί)ist(X, T/?), i.e.,
is (Γe,T/?) for some A'-graft Γ?. Then U is (Γ,T) where Γ is, with obvious

notations, OΓ0 U IΓi, and u is in Dom+Γ.

DEFINITION, i) For T in T(Σ) and u in S, write SuppuT for {w G
SuppT; w^u}.

ii) Assume that X is 5-directed; we say that Γ is a (T, u)- complete Λ'-graft
whenever Γ is a T-suitable Λ'-graft, DomΓ includes SuppuT, and for w in the
latter set, Γ(u>) is equal to 5.
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LEMMA 4. Assume that X is S -directed and u is in SuppT; the following
are equivalent:

i) U is (Γ,T) for some (T,u)- complete X '-graft Γ;
ii) for every w in {u}~, the term U/w is in Ί)ist(X, T/w), and moreover it is

equal to dist(S, T/w) whenever w^u holds.

Proof. Induction on u. If u is Λ, then Γ is (T, u)- complete if, and only if,
DomΓ is equal to SuppT and Γ(w ) is equal to S for every w in DomΓ, so if,
and only if, (Γ,T) is diet (5, T). Otherwise let u be eu1 with e = 0 or e = 1.
Assume i). By lemma 3, we know that U/w is in *Dist(X , T/w] for w in {u}~.
Assume e — 0. Then Γ is (Γ, u)-complete if, and only if, Γ/0 is (ϊ/0, u')-complete,
since SuppuT is exactly OSuppu/(2/0). This implies U/Q, = dist(S, 7/0, ) for w

in Suppu,(7/0), and proves ii). Conversely if ii) holds, then "ii) holds" as well
for U/Q with respect to u', so (induction hypothesis) U/0 is (Γo,2/o) for some
(2/o, u')-complete A'-graft ΓQ. Moreover U/i is assumed to be (Γι,T/ι) for some
T/i-suitable A'-graft Γi. So finally U is (Γ,T) where Γ is OΓ0 U IΓi, and Γ is
(T, incomplete. Now assume e = 1: DomuT is OSupp(2/0) U lSupptt,(2/ι), so
Γ is (T, incomplete if, and only if, Γ/0 is (2/o,Λ)-complete and Γ/i is (T/ι,u')-
complete, if, and only if, (Γ0,T/0) is dist(5,T/0) and (Γι,T/ι)/w = dis4(5,Γ/ιw)

holds for w-<u' in {u'}~. This is exactly ii). The converse direction is proved as
above.

LEMMA 5. Assume that X is S -directed, that T' is val(T,t/;(r))
and Γ is a (T,iϋlOΓ)-comp]ete X-graft; then there exists a (T',w;0r)-
complete X-graft, say Γ?, such that (Γ',T') is val((Γ,T),w;(Γ)), and, therefore
((Γ,T),tι;10Γ)=^({Γ/,Γl),u;0Γ) holds.

Proof. Let ui, . . . , up (respectively, vi, . . . , vq) be the elements of {w}~ such
that Ui^(w (respectively, w^(Vj] holds. Let U1 be val((Γ,T), u/Γ)) (which exists
since wlOΓ is in Suppί/). By lemma 4, we get

U'/x = U/x = dist(5,T/x) = dist(5,T%) for x = m, . . . ,up,

= dist(5,T/w,0)dist(5,T/u,10r)*
= dist(5, TIW§TI u,ιo» *)

U'/x = U/x € Vist(X,T/x) = Vi8t(X,Γ/x) for x =

G

CVist(X,T/w0T/wlokl*)
= Vist(X, T'/wQkl) for k = 0, . . . , r - 1.

By lemma 4 again, this shows that U1 is (Γ',T') for some (T",w;0r)-complete
A'-graft Γ'.

LEMMA 6. Assume that X is S -directed, 5 is in X and Or is in SuppT;
then there exists a (Γ, Or)- complete X-graft Γ such that one has
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Proof. First 5=^>S holds, and therefore (ST*, 0°°) **=W (ST*, 0) holds
as well. Now 10Γ is in Supp(ST*), so ST* is in DomΛ(r). Let U be val(ST*, Λ(r)):

we have (ST*, KΓ T\U, (Γ) and
U/QΓ = S(T/0r)* = dist(5,2/0r) (since T/0r is in Σ)
17/0*1 = S(T/Qkl}* G !>»**(#, T/0*ι) for k = 0, . . . ,r - 1.

So U is (Γ,T) for some (T, 0Γ)-complete A'-graft Γ . We are done, since (H10Γ

Έ l t , , . Έ .
holds and =>. is a transitive relation.

LEMMA 7. Assume that X is S-directed, U is in T>ist(X,T) and Or is in
SuppT; then there exists a (T,0Γ) -complete X -graft Γ such that one has

Proof. Either U is ST* for some 5 in A*, and lemma 6 applies, or U is
UoUi* with J7e in Di8t(X^Tfe). If r is 0, only the first case may occur, so that
the induction starts. Assume the second case. Since 0Γ-1 is in Supp(2/0), there
exists by induction hypothesis some (2/o,Op~1)-complete A'-graft ΓQ such that
the following holds

and so does

Since U\ is in 2>ist(A',7/1), by lemma 4 again, (Γo,2/0)Z7ι* is (Γ, T) for some
(T,0Γ)-complete A'-graft Γ

LEMMA 8. Assume that X is 5-directed, u,v are points in Supp+(T)
satisfying u^υ and Γ is a (T^u)- complete X -graft; then there exists a (T, v)-
complete X-graft Δ such that one has

([7, 0 0 0 ) ' T)((Γ0, Γ/0)t7ι*, Or).

Proof. If t> is u, there is nothing to prove (take Δ := Γ). Otherwise, by
transitivity we can assume that v is the immediate successor of u in Supp^T
(with respect to x). If u is Λ, there is nothing to prove. If u is wl for some w,
then w is the successor of u, and (from lemma 4) the (T, u)- completeness of a
graft implies its (T, ti;)- completeness. So assume u = wQ. Then, for some positive
integer r, v is u>10Γ, and, in this case, v is in SuppT. We argue inductively on w.
Assume w = Λ. Since Γ is (T, 0)-complete, (Γ,T)/0 is equal to dist(5, 2/0) and
(Γ, T)/! is in THst(X, T^). Applying lemma 7 to 2/1? we get a (Γ/l5 O

r)-complete
A'-graft ΔI such that

({r,τ)Λ,o~)
holds, and so does

τ)«r, r)/0 (Δ! , ΓΛ)*, ιor)
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Since (Γ, T)/0 is equal to dist(S, T/0), lemma 4 guarantees that (Γ, T) /0 (Δi , 2/χ)*

is (Δ,Γ) for some (Γ, 10Γ)-complete Λ'-graft.
Assume now w = ew1 with e = 0 or e = 1; (Γ, Γ) is (Γ/0, T/0)(Γ/1, 2/χ)*, and

Γe is (2/e,ιt;')-complete. So (induction hypothesis)

((Γ/e,T/e)Xθ)

holds for some (2/e, tι/10Γ)-complete Λ'-graft Δe. It follows that

holds, where Δ is the (Γ, w 10r) complete Λ'-graft defined by Δ = OΔ0 U IT/1 if
e is 0, and by Δ = OΓ/0 U IΔi if e is 1.

We are now ready to prove proposition 1. Let U be an arbitrary member
ofDi8t(X,y): U is (Γ0,T0) for some T0 in y and some To-suitable Λ'-graft
Γ0. Let T0,Tι,... ,Tn = T be the intermediate terms witnessing for Γ0=^T.

Introduce for £ = 1, . . . , n the elements wι,rι such that u^ maps T^_ι to T£.
Using lemma 7 to start, and then lemma 8, get a ( TO, wιlOΓ l)- complete Λ'-graft
ΔQ such that one has

Using lemma 5, get a ( 7\, w ιOΓl)- complete Λ'-graft Γi such that one has

((Δ0,To),«;110' 1)I>ISS'3;)({Γι,T1),U;1O
rι)

Using lemma 8, get a (To,u>ιlOΓl)-complete Λ'-graft ΔI such that one has

Using alternatively lemma 5 and lemma 8, one continues and finally gets some
(Tn,wnO

Γn)-complete Λ'-graft Γn. A last call to lemma 8 provides a (Tn,Λ)-
complete Λ'-graft Δn such that one has

and, by transitivity, one deduces

ίm τ\ f\oo\^*8*(£>y\/Λ τ\ \\((ΓojTo jO 0 0) =>•. ((Δn,Γn),Λ).

But Tn is Γ, and the Λ- completeness of Δn means that (Δn,Γn) is dist(5,Γ).

So the proof is complete.

It is now very easy to conclude this section.

DEFINITION. For 5 in T(Σ), define E xtS inductively by

{5} if 5 is in Σ,
) otherwise.

PROPOSITION 9. For every 5 in T(Σ), ExtS is dS-directed.

Proof. Induction on 5. If 5 is in Σ, 5 is the only member of ExtS, and
is equal to dS. Otherwise, assuming that Ext(S/e) is 9(5/e)- directed, we apply
proposition 1 to conclude that ExtS is dist(5(5/o),9(5/!))-directed, that is dS-

directed.
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COROLLARY. The statement PHi is true.

Proof. Assume 5—>1T (or even 5=^1T): we claim that T is in ExtS, and
this, by the latter proposition, implies that T=>dS holds. So assume that w^
maps 5 to T. We argue inductively on 5, and then, for a given 5, inductively on
w. If 5 is in Σ, the result is vacuously true. Assume it proved for S/e (e = 0,1).
If w is Λ, then T is in T>i8t({S/Q}, {S/i}), hence in ExtS. And if w is ew1, T/e is in
Sxt(S/e) (induction hypothesis), while Tβ is S/e, therefore belongs to
so T is in £«t(5/0)5*έ(S/ι)*, hence in Dίβt(£α5t(5/0),£*t(S/ι)), that is

4. The syntactical approach.

All statements considered so far deal in fact with the study of particular ex-
pressions for the members of ϋ. For instance, the confluency of — > (proposition
1.1) can be stated as the equality tf = ϋ~*~ΰ~ since it claims that every member of
tf has an expression made by a block of positive generators followed by a block
of negative generators. In the same way, the statement PH* can be stated as
$ = ι^Γog^Γrog (with the obvious meaning of #~rog), and analog forms exist for
PH, PHn and PH'm. In each case, the point is to prove that certain terms in ΰ
are progressive, i.e., can be written as the products of progressive sequences.

Such results have been established above in a semantical way, in so far as
we used the operation oft? on T(Σ), and proved the progressivity of a given term
φ by showing that 5=>val(5, φ) holds for some (any) term 5 in T(Σ). Another
approach consists in directly guessing a progressive sequence and proving that
φ can be written as the product of this sequence by means of the commutation
relations that are known to hold in ΰ* ' . This type of argument can be called
syntactical since it only uses the relations in ϋ , but not the operation of ϋ on

DEFINITION. Let (S*, .) be the free monoid generated by S, and denote by
w the congruence on S* generated by the following pairs:

- all pairs (uQv ulw , uIw uQv) ("J_-pairs");
- all pairs (ul u uQ ul , u u\ u) ("1-pairs");
- all pairs (utiv.u , w uOOυ idOυ) ("0-pairs");
- all pairs (uWv.u , u.uQIv) ("10-pairs");
- all pairs (ullv.u, u.ullv) ("11-pairs").

It is easily verified that the pairs above correspond to equal elements in
tf , so that if p is the canonical projection of S* onto ϋ~*~ that maps w to u>+,
p factorizes through «. Therefore any relation involving w yields an equality
when projected to iΓ1". We quote below a few results in this direction; the proofs
are rather painful, so they will be omitted.

DEFINITION, i) For w in S, and e = 0, 1, we let \w\e be the number of c's
occurring in w\ we let \w\^n be the number of final e's in w, i.e., the maximal
integer r such that w can be written as ιy'er; finally set |iϋ|£fin = \w\e - \w\*n.
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ii) Let w be in S and n be an integer; put

[n] Γ w wQ wQn~l if n > 0, x /[r]
\ ε otherwise, ' *~~~ '

! ._ / (On*-1)M.(0?l*-2)M (0*)[Γ] if q > 1,
ex/ . — Λ

t ε otherwise,

where p := l^lg^11,? := |^|ι,r := Hon,w = w'0r and ε is the empty sequence
inS*.
iii) For A included in S, we set

-< x
A x := JJ w* and A! := f j w1.

EXAMPLE. Let w be 101100; then the parameters p, ς,r are respectively
1,3,2, so that wx is 1011.10110 and w1 is 011.0110.01.010.0.00.

Two important technical results are the following

LEMMA 1. Assume that a is in S* and that pa maps S to T; then one has

(SuppS)x.α w lα.(SuppT)x,

where for any sequence α = w\ ..... wn, uα means uw\ uwn.

LEMMA 2. Assume that A is a support and w is in S; then one has

OA)! * w; !.Oml^1Ax.Oml?-2Ax ..... OmA x.OmA !,

where m is |w;|o and q is \w\ι.

A typical (and self-contained) step toward the proof of such results is the
following

CLAIM. For k > 1 and m > 0, A. l^+^.A « l . Λ . l M . O l M hoJds.

Proof. Induction on m > 0. Assume ra = 0 and use induction on k > 1.
For k = 1, we have Λ l A « l.Λ'2'.l since the two members make a 1-pair. Now
assume k > 1, we have:

AW.1.A = Al*~11.0*-1.l.A
w Λ^-^.l.O*-1^ (i.-paίr)

w Λl*-1J.l.A.O*.10fc-1 (O-pair)
« l.Λ[fc].l[fc-11.0*.10t-1 (induction hypothesis)

w l.Aw.O*.lI*-11.10*-1 (J.-pair)

Now suppose m > 1 and the formula is proved for m - 1 (and all k ); we have:
. ι[m+ι] ,Λ= Λw.lH.ιOm.Λ

-1 (10-pair)
-1 (induction hypothesis)

From lemmas 1 and 2, one deduces

PROPOSITION 3. For any S in T(Σ), p(SuppS)! maps S to dS.
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Proof. First, an induction on T shows that p(SuppT)* maps (for every term

5) ST* to dist(S,T). If T is in Σ, ST* is equal to dist(5,T), and pλ* is the
identity mapping. Otherwise, T is Ί/02/ι*, and the definition of wx yields

(SuppT)x =(OSuppT/0)
x.(lSuppT/1)

x = Λ.O(SuppT/0)
x.l(SuppT/1)

x.

So, if p(SuppT/e)
x maps ST/e* to dist(S,T/e), p(SuppT)x maps ST* to

val(5T/o*,/9(SuppT/0)
x)val(5T/1*,/9(SuppT/1)

x)*,

that is dist(5,T/0)dist(5,T/1)*, i.e., dist(S,T).

Now we argue inductively on S. The result is obvious for 5 in Σ. Oth-
erwise, we have (SuppS)1 = (OSuppS/0)

! (lSuppS/ι)!, and lemma 2 gives

(OSuppS/o)! « 0(SuppS/0)
! and (lSuppS/ι)! w (Supp5/ι)x.(Supp5/1)

!. Assume

(induction hypothesis) that /9(SuppS/e)
! maps S/e to dS/e. Then by lemma 1 we

have

(Supp5/1)
x.(Supp5/1)

! w l(Supp5/1)
!.(Supp9(5/1))x,

so that we deduce

(Supp5)! « 0(Supp5/0)
!.l(Supp5/1)

!.(Suppa(5/ι))x.

Now starting from S, i.e., S/oS/i*, £(0(SuppS/o)!) maps 5 to (9S/o)S/ι*, then

p(l(Supp5/!)!) maps this term to (dS/oX^S/i)*, and, finally, p((Suppd(S/ι))*)
maps this later term to dist(95/0,95/!), that is 95.

Since it is easily verified that, for any support A, Ax and A! are progressive
sequences, we conclude from the proposition above that S=>dS holds, and,
moreover, we get the explicit progressive sequence witnessing for this property:
this expression evaluates the exact contribution of each point w in SuppS to
this sequence, namely the terms denoted by pw\ Further computations could
be made, for instance toward a syntactical proof of PHi.

As a last question, let us mention the "completeness conjecture" that claims

that i?"1" is in fact isomorphic to S*/«, i.e., that the set of pairs used in the
definition of « is exactly a presentation of ΰ*. If this conjecture is true, any
semantical proof can be converted into a syntactical proof. However, it seems
likely that any proof of the completeness conjecture will require a lot of results
about w first, and therefore the computations above are not useless in any case.
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